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Abstract. The software development life cycle for exchanges and brokers, in 

addition to verification of functional and technical system characteristics, 

includes a mandatory Integration Testing stage with the Client Certification 

part. The goal of this stage is to ensure the compatibility of automated trading 

systems connected to an exchange or broker via financial industry protocols 

(such as FIX/FAST, ITCH or specialized binary access interfaces). This paper 

presents a unique tool developed for verifying the compatibility of trading 

systems. One distinctive feature of the tool is a unified means of supporting 

multiple protocols. The case study provides examples of the tool usage by 

trading participants for self-certification and during large migrations of trading 

platforms. Keywords: financial protocols, FIX-protocol, compatibility testing, 

self-certification, trading broker, exchange.  

1   Introduction 

One of the key business processes at any exchange or broker organisation is adapting 

its new clients to a newly developed trading platform and their support when new 

software is introduced [1; 2; 3].  One of the key parts of the process is testing 

conducted in order to detect problems pertaining to compatibility of the trading 

platform with systems of trading participants that connect to the exchange or broker, 

i.e. client certification [4]. 

 

Client certification is mandatory for any operator of an exchange or broker platform 

providing an opportunity to perform financial transactions. Client certification has 

become a common practice in the financial industry [4]. The official web-sites of 

pertinent organizations contain links to client certification rules and related 

documentation [6; 7; 8; 9].  

 

Software that has successfully passed internal integration testing then undergoes a 

final test – integration with clients (normally, legal entities). It is a common practice 
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that the operator of a trading platform and its clients define a time period for active 

testing and each of them assesses its results on either end.  

 

Due to the fact that representatives of different organisations are involved in 

certification testing, the process requires a substantial amount of coordination and 

team work. It is of utmost importance from both financial and reputational 

standpoints. Any software defect discovered during certification testing stage is 

expensive to fix as all SDLC cycles have been conducted [10] and any delays with 

detecting compatibility problems introduce significant additional costs.  

 

Some of the typical challenges faced during client certification are:  

 the existence of world time zones and hence difficulties with planning and 

coordination of testing by teams of professionals physically located in 

various parts of the globe; 

 performance: certification can be required by several clients concurrently 

due to business or technical events, such as the deployment of new software, 

regulatory or technical requirements; 

 competency: Quality Assurance specialist conducting certification must have 

the adequate level of technical and business knowledge; 

 coverage: certification tests must be based on typical scenarios and produce 

meaningful results.   
 

The financial industry community is starting to form the understanding of the fact that 

one of the ways to cope with these challenges may be the creation of more optimal 

automated technological solutions for certification testing and the analysis of test 

results [11]. Despite the importance of automation of exchange/broker client 

certification process, it seems that this topic has not been discussed at length in 

Russian or foreign scientific literature.  

 

There are currently several commercial test tools built for faster client certification 

available on the market:  

 FIX Conductor by Lasalletech [12]; 

 FACTS or B2BITS by EPAM Systems [13]; 

 CeritFIX by Greenline [14]; 

 Catalys Studio by Cameron [15]; 

 Ignition by FIXFlyer [16]; 

 VegaFABS by Pravega Financial Technologies [17]; 

 Certpoint by Tradepoint Systems [18]; 

 Certification Platform by FixSpec.com [19]. 

 

Exchange platforms currently utilize the following two main approaches to 

certification: 

 Provision of a specialized simulator to conduct certification to clients [20; 

21; 22]. The clients conduct testing using the tool and provide certification 

logs; 



 Provision of access to a specialized test environment which represents a 

smaller replica of a production system; documenting the procedures; 

conducting joint certification with the client or client self-certification [23]; 

usage of passive methods to analyze the success of certification procedure, 

such as traffic capture of network connections or data from log files. 

 

Both of these approaches have been implemented to one degree or another in the 

currently available commercial solutions.  

 

The main advantage of the method based on simulators usage is the reduction of 

pressure borne by the certifying organisation and its clients thanks to the possibility of 

conducting certification at any time irrespective of trading session hours. A problem 

that is typical for all simulators is the lack of guarantee that the actual messages sent 

with their help are identical to messages sent by software used in production systems 

[24]. 

 

In our opinion, the process of client certification can benefit from the inclusion of 

passive testing in it. The overall concept of passive testing has been described in [25], 

various algorithms of passive testing are offered in [26; 27]. The main advantage of 

passive testing is the fact that the test tool does not affect the system under test and 

does not create additional message streams. On the other hand, this advantage can 

also be viewed as a a disadvantage: in order to successfully conduct passive testing 

the needed message streams have to be created, hence the need to involve 

representatives of another organisation to achieve that.  

 

This practice is inevitable during conducting the initial level of certification. 

However, to minimize the time spent by third-party organizations it is necessary to 

utilise more effective methods, an example of which would be an approach described 

in [28]. By using the results of the initial level of certification for automated creation 

of new test scenarios, and provided that the access protocol specification remains the 

same,  the trading platform operator receives an opportunity to conduct the second 

round of client certification on its own.  

 

Client certification tools currently available on the market have a number of 

limitations, including:  

 exclusive for one protocol only, e.g. FIX [29]; 

 interactive tools for data analysis and creation of new scenarios can hardly 

be used for processing massive amounts of heterogeneous client connections 

data.  

 

The authors are currently involved in the development of a software solution by 

Exactpro Systems LLC targeted at overcoming the limitations mentioned above [30; 

31], and using it in practice. The second part of this paper describes the solution. The 

third part contains a case study of utilizing the solution for trading exchange 

participants’ self-certification. The fourth part provides information regarding the 

usage of the developed solution during large-scale migrations of broker systems.    



2   A Multiprotocol Solution for Passive Testing of Trading Systems 

A Java- and MySQL data base management system-based tool for passive 

multiprotocol testing of network connections to trading systems has been developed. 

The approach is based on a unified description of protocol messages structure and a 

dictionary system.  A dictionary is created for every protocol. Special modules 

transforming data streams into a unified internal format based on the dictionaries may 

be required for a group of protocols. The concept is alike the logic of Complex Event 

Processing [32]. A dictionary template used in the QuickFIX/J system [33] was taken 

as the basis and modified to achieve a higher level of abstraction.   

 

The developed tool can receive incoming data on network traffic captured by using 

tcpdump [34] or various proxy-servers [35]. The user has the opportunity to load log-

files containing large amounts of messages in an adjustable format.  

 

The main table in the data base holds information about every captured packet, 

including re-sent TCP-data. If the trading system is under load the network packet can 

contain several messages, or a message can be split between several TCP-packets. 

Having extorted the messages from the network packets, the tool attempts to convert 

them into the unified format based on the dictionaries. The information about the 

network packets and messages that has not been checked by using the dictionaries is 

put into a separate table, which in essence contains the list of problems pertaining to 

the initial level of certification.  

  

Details of captured and successfully processed messages can be stored in a relational 

data base by using one of the following main methods: 

 use of the general table containing message IDs, parameter name and its 

value; 

 use of a separate table for every message type where the message parameters 

are stored in the corresponding columns with names derived from parameter 

names. 

 

The advantage of the first method is a high degree of abstraction. The second method 

is beneficial in terms of the ease of generating SQL queries in the data base. The 

developed tool uses a combination of both methods: every type of message has a 

corresponding table, and the data from repeating groups is stored in the general table. 

Picture 1 below shows how the developed tool is used for capturing and storing 

network messages. 

 



  
 

Pic. 1. Message processing in the developed certification testing tool.  

 

The captured messages are decoded and placed in the tool’s data base. All 

certification reports are stored in the form of SQL queries. There is no need to amend 

the tool’s code if a new type of report or a new requirement is added.  

 

By running a SQL query, the user has an opportunity of finding a list of messages and 

their status and highlight them with a certain colour via the tool’s GUI for better 

visibility.  

 

SQL queries can be used for finding the needed messages-related statistics, the 

number of logons to applications, unparsed messages, etc.  

 

Via the Graphical User Interface of the developed tool, the analyst responsible for 

Certification or Quality Assurance of the trading platform can view messages and 

events in real time, including network packet details, the results of verification by 

using the dictionary system, the values in individual fields, and the source binary data.  

 

Certification tests and data reconciliation may be performed by using ordinary SQL 

queries. The tool allows highlighting and analysis of messages captured as a result of 

executing various queries. Picture 2 shows an example of a GUI window of the 

developed tool.  

 



 
Pic.2. Graphical User Interface of the developed certification tool.  

3  Self-Certification of Exchange Trading Participants 

Regulatory bodies mandate that the exchange operators provide equivalent access for 

all trading participants [36]. If the technology platform of an exchange undergoes 

changes, its operator must conduct certification of all connected trading systems 

within a short period of time. This requirement creates a significant work load for 

exchange operator’s departments responsible for client support. In order to reduce the 

work load, exchange organisations use the method of self-certification.  

 

The clients are granted access to a test environment and provided with a scenario of 

performing certification tests. Having gone through the steps of the scenario the client 

sends the pertinent logs to the certifying organisation where the logs undergo 

additional verification. The process of trading participant certification can be 

significantly simplified if passive testing is part of it.  The trading participants can just 

connect to the test environment and send the orders listed in the provided test 

scenario. They are therefore relieved of the duty to perform any tasks (such as the 

installation of additional software, log collection, etc.) other than those that are 

needed to connect to the exchange’s technology platform.   

 

The developed tool captures all messages sent to the exchange by the client or vice 

versa, parses each message and puts the data into a relational data base. By using SQL 

queries, the certifying organisation’s analyst can receive the statistics about the 

attempts to perform the steps in the test scenario and their success for every trading 



participant. Network packets data also allows finding additional problems, such as 

connectivity breaks or message buffering issues.  

 

Let’s review an example of a certification SQL scenario verifying the success of 

placing an aggressing market order which, as a result of its execution against orders 

placed on the opposite side of the book, leads to two or more trades: 
 

insert into t_native_testcases 

(user,sourceip,sourceport,testcase,timestamp,clordid,orderid,

otherid) 

select distinct n.user, n.sourceip, n.sourceport, 'MEx-012.2 

Agg. MO' as testcase, n.timestamp, n.clordid, e.orderid, ''  

from t_lsenative_neworder n 

, t_lsenative_executionreport e 

, t_lsenative_executionreport e2 

where n.user=e.user 

and n.sourceip=e.destinationip and 

n.sourceport=e.destinationport 

and n.clordid=e.clordid and n.user=e2.user and 

n.sourceip=e2.destinationip  

and n.sourceport=e2.destinationport and n.clordid=e2.clordid 

and n.ordertype=1 and e.ordstatus=1 and 

e.tradeliquidityindicator='R' 

and e2.typeoftrade='2' and e2.ordstatus in (1,2)  

and e2.tradeliquidityindicator='R' and e2.typeoftrade='2' 

and e.execid <> e2.execid 

order by user, clordid, orderid; 

 

Groups of SQL scenarios covering all client connectivity certification requirements 

issued by the trading coordinator for a number of exchange platforms have been 

created [9].  

4     Migrating a Broker Platform with Multiple Heterogeneous 

Client Connections  

In contrast to exchange platforms, broker systems normally allow a much wider range 

of possibilities for tuning the protocol for interaction with client systems: for example, 

by using such systems as UL Bridge [37]. One client can concurrently use several 

brokers for accessing an exchange. Brokers often try to reduce the number of changes 

in communication protocols which a particular client must implement. This approach 

simplifies client interaction and leads to the existence of a large number of 

heterogeneous configurations on the broker platform end. If the internal changes of 

the broker platform take place, a need in a regression test occurs to verify 

compatibility with the client systems.   

 

The developed tool allows processing of existing data from test and production 

environments and creating the needed library of active testing scenarios. Having 



performed these test scenarios in the test environment without involving the end 

clients, the tool launches SQL scenarios to compare the responses of the broker 

platform before and after the changes. The unique feature of the developed tool is the 

possibility to run this process concurrently for a large number of clients, connections, 

markets and types of messages. The flexibility of the method of creating SQL queries 

allows meeting the requirements for processing more complex differences, in addition 

to just excluding fields that are known to contain differing values (e.g. sequence 

numbers, timestamps, etc.) from comparison.  

 

The approach has proven its reliability and efficiency when used during the migration 

of a trading platform of a major international broker organisation providing access to 

derivatives trading. The sequence of steps is shown on Picture 3.  

 

 
 

Pic.3. A schematic example of a certification testing tool implementation. 

 

Production logs are loaded into the certification testing tool’s data base. The script 

generator is using the data base for creating a sequence of test scenarios performed by 

an active test tool for functional testing. Logs generated when test scenarios are 

executed are loaded into the data base to compare them with production logs.  



4 Conclusions 

As automated electronic trading volumes grow, the stability of the financial markets 

will more and more depend on the correctness of concurrent functioning of platforms 

supporting market infrastructure and automated trading systems connected to them.  

The cost of connecting new clients, their certification and ensuring their compatibility 

when changes are introduced on a regular basis has a significant impact on the overall 

cost of keeping exchanges and broker systems operational. The tool described in this 

paper is used in order to raise the efficiency and lower the cost of the processes. The 

tool has been successfully used at the final stages of deploying large scale systems for 

trading various asset classes of financial instruments into production, which Exactpro 

Systems LLC has been part of.  

 

The paper describes the methods of client connectivity certification currently used in 

the industry and provides conclusions as to the advantages of an approach based on 

using a multiprotocol passive test tool which allows retaining the data in a relational 

DBMS. The paper also showcases a method of using the tool for creating active tests 

and reducing the cost of large scale migrations of systems with multiple 

heterogeneous client connections.  

 

Further research will be focused on optimising the data base structure: in particular, 

expanding the developed methods to trading protocols based on program access 

interfaces (API) rather than on network interactions.  
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